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Introduction and Motivation

Computer science researchers in the programming languages and formal verification communities, among
others, have produced a variety of automated assistance and verification tools and techniques for formal
reasoning: parsers, evaluators, proof-authoring systems, software verification systems, interactive theorem
provers, model-checkers, static analysis methods, and so on. While there have been notable successes in utilizing these tools on the development of safe and secure software and hardware, these leading-edge advances
remain largely underutilized by large populations of potential users that may benefit from them; among these
are instructors and students engaged in the undergraduate-level instruction and study of mathematics.
Tools such as MATLAB and Mathematica are utilized by instructors and students in mathematics courses
at the undergraduate level. Existing tools such as Isabelle/Isar [25], Mizar [24], Coq, or even basic techniques such as monomorphic type checking, computation of congruence closures, and automated logical
inference, provide an unambiguous way to represent and verify formal arguments, from chains of basic algebraic manipulations in arithmetic all the way up to graduate-level mathematics topics. What impediments
cause these tools to be so seldom used in presenting and assembling even basic algebraic arguments and
proofs in undergraduate mathematics courses? Impediments faced by instructors and students who may
wish to adopt existing automated formal reasoning assistance and verification tools and techniques include
(we cite examples of related work that shares our motivation in addressing each impediment listed): syntaxes that may be unfamiliar and entirely distinct from the syntax used in textbooks and lecture materials
[13], a lack of extensive high-level domain-specific libraries [7] (especially libraries that would make formal arguments as manageable as those found in a textbook or as those typically presented in the classroom
[1, 5, 23]), a lack of indexing, search, and exploration capabilities that would allow end-users to explore
and employ the contents of such libraries [3, 9, 14, 20, 21], a potentially idiosyncratic semantics focused on
low-level logical correctness rather than practical high-level relationships typically explored in a mathematics course, a steep learning curve in learning to use existing implementations of a tool or technique [3, 11],
and logistical difficulties in setting up a working environment so that both the instructor and students can
use the same tool without much supporting IT infrastructure [11, 12].
Building on earlier work in assembling and evaluating user-friendly and accessible formal verification
tools for research and classroom instruction [10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], we have recently attempted to address many of these issues while making more manageable the task of utilizing existing formal reasoning
assistance and verification techniques within the classroom. We have assembled a web-based accessible
integrated formal reasoning environment for classroom instruction that incorporates several standard techniques drawn from work done by the programming languages and formal verification communities over the
last several decades. These techniques include basic evaluation of expressions, monomorphic type inference,
basic verification of a subset of logical formulas in propositional and first-order logic, and an algorithm for
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computing congruence closures. This interactive web-based environment can run entirely within a standard web browser, and can be seamlessly integrated with a web page of lecture materials and homework
assignments. The lectures and assignments contain within them formal arguments (including both complete
examples and problems to be completed) that can be evaluated and/or automatically verified interactively.
The environment provides an explicit library of logical definitions and formulas that students can utilize
to complete assignments; these formulas can be browsed and filtered by students within the environment.
The environment provides interactive and instant verification feedback about logical validity as well as an
interactive, exhaustive list of all inferred properties for a given formal argument input.
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Overview of Components, Deployment, and Interfaces

The design of the accessible integrated environment is built on an infrastructure with components that support the activities of three (not necessarily distinct) user roles (illustrated in Figure 1): end-users that employ
the integrated environment to perform formal reasoning tasks, administrators that populate and manage the
environment for end-users, and formal systems experts that instantiate an environment by integrating the
underlying components.
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Figure 1: User roles supported by the accessible integrated environment infrastructure.
Consider the following roles within the context of the application domain being considered: students
and instructors of an undergraduate linear algebra course in a mathematics department; the role of end-user
corresponds to a student, and the role of the administrator corresponds to a course instructor. First, a formal
systems expert instantiates an accessible integrated environment by defining several algorithms relevant to
the application domain (linear algebra). The administrator can then present in lectures examples of formal
arguments (e.g., proofs of theorems and solutions to problems) in a standard syntax that can be processed
automatically, and can have end-users (students) write their homework solutions while enjoying the benefits
of an interactive, automatic verification tool that requires no special environment or setup procedure.
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Integrated Components. For this application domain, the formal systems expert uses the infrastructure’s
syntax metalanguage to define a common input language to be used by end-users (its syntax is a subset of
first-order logic inspired by common conventions used in LATEXand MATLAB). Using the tools made available by the infrastructure, the expert also implements several common algorithms over the input language: a
monomorphic type checking algorithm, an extended relational graph closure algorithm, a restricted logical
unification algorithm, a linear systems solver, and some evaluation algorithms. Figure 2 illustrates these
algorithms and how they interact when they are collectively applied to an input in the language.
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Figure 2: Interacting components underlying the accessible integrated environment.

Deployment of the Accessible Integrated Environment. Once instantiated, the accessible integrated
environment is deployed to the cloud as a web application (illustrated in Figure 3). The integrated components implemented by the formal systems expert are compiled into (1) JavaScript and PHP parsers and
pretty-printers for the common input language (to be used by the end-user interface, course notes webpage,
database of facts to be curated by the administrator, and the content management system), and (2) an interactive web application that can invoke JavaScript implementations of the integrated algorithms implemented
by the formal systems expert.
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Figure 3: Deployment of the integrated environment as a web application on the cloud.
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Web Interfaces for End-users and Administrators. The web-based integrated environment provides the
following interfaces for end-users (students) and administrators (course instructors).
• An interactive web-based verification environment that allows a user (e.g., a student) to interactively
construct a formal argument while receiving instant verification feedback based on the results of one
or more integrated verification algorithms (e.g., an evaluation algorithm for expressions containing
matrices, a simple logical inference algorithm based on computation of congruence closures, and a
basic logical verification algorithm based on unification). Figure 4 illustrates how our own prototype
environment appears within a standard web browser when it is used to author a basic linear algebra
argument.

Figure 4: Screen capture of end-user interface.
• A content management system (CMS) for authoring and posting lecture notes online. This CMS
should be extended with features that allow inclusion of formal arguments that are automatically
verifiable. Students who view the lecture notes would be able to see both a “friendly” version of a
formal argument, or its raw source (as illustrated in Figure 5). Students should be able to load any
formal argument instantly into the environment (as illustrated in Figure 6), whether it is complete or,
in the case of an exercise or assignment to be completed by students, incomplete.
• A tool for assembling and including in the lecture notes problems that students must solve within
the interactive environment (including, for each problem, a subset of formal facts that students may
employ). An instructor should be able to use the CMS to assemble a collection of facts that may be
used in a given assignment. When students load a particular assignment into the environment as in (2)
above, they should be able to see, browse, and search using keywords the formal facts the instructor
has made available for them to use in their solutions (as illustrated in Figure 7).
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Figure 5: Screen captures of formal arguments integrated into online lecture notes.

Figure 6: Loading a formal argument in the lecture notes into the environment.
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Concluding Remarks

A prototype web-based integrated formal reasoning environment has been utilized within the classroom
for an undergraduate-level course in linear algebra, both by the instructor in presenting examples during
lectures, and by students when completing homework assignments. The focus of this work is not on the expressiveness or performance of the underlying tools and techniques within the environment (most examples
used in such a course are simple); rather, it is on the design and practical utilization of an integrated environment of basic, existing tools and techniques that is accessible (logistically and semantically) to non-expert
end-users. We found that even basic capabilities are helpful in teaching students what is a formal argument
and how to assemble a formal argument by examining possible formulas and applying those formulas while
working towards a goal. Students were also able to transfer to an exam setting the techniques they used in
assembling formal arguments within the environment.
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Figure 7: Screen capture of end-user interface.
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Related Work

This work aims to address the disincentives to utilizing automated formal reasoning assistance systems by
integrating multiple systems within an accessible environment. We share motivation with, are inspired by,
and incorporate ideas from related efforts to address practical usability in the formal systems communities.
Some aim to provide interfaces that have a familiar syntax [2, 13, 22, 26]; some aim to make optional the
need to provide explicit references to the formal facts being used within the individual steps of a formal
argument [1, 5, 23]; some aim to eliminate steep learning curves [3, 6, 11]; some aim to reduce the logistical
difficulties of utilizing automated formal reasoning assistance systems [11, 12]. We are inspired by search
mechanisms for libraries of formal facts [4, 7, 8] and programming language constructs [21], as well as
keyword-based lookup mechanisms for programming environments [9, 20]. Providing the functionality of
a formal reasoning environment within a browser is a goal that has been adopted by some projects [12],
though that work focuses on delivering the look and functionality of an existing proof assistant.
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